
DEPARTMENT S 

MADISON COUNTY FAIR TRACTOR PULL  
 

Superintendent: Frank Kabana Jr.  (315)939-9057 

Sunday  

Weigh-in: 8:00am Pulling starts: 9:30am 

  

 
 

TROPHIES DONATED BY: NYCM INSURANCE COMPANY 

 

NO ALCOHOL ALLOWED IN PIT AREA OR OUTSIDE FENCED IN AREA. 

Contest Rules: 

1.   All drivers must be 16 years of age by the day of the pull. 

2.   EVERYONE must pay to enter fairgrounds plus pay the pit gate fee.  

3.   Tractor must be owned at least 30 days prior to this event. 

4.   All drivers must fill out an entry form. 

5.   Tractors with factory-sized turbo will be allowed (up to 3 inches). 

6.   All hitches will be inspected at weigh-in and the committee will have the right to disqualify any unsafe 

hitch.  

7.   If breakage occurs, pull will be measured to that point. 

8.   All drivers will obey flagman’s signals. 

9.   Driver will be disqualified for reckless operation of tractor; before, during, or after pulling. 

10. Machinery dealers are not eligible. 

11. Payout will be after each class. 

12. ALL TRACTORS MUST WEIGH IN BEFORE AND IMMEDIATELY AFTER EACH PULL 

 

Stock Class (PACE)  Pace Speeds    Top Speeds 

     5500-8500        5 MPH 

                    9500-15,500        8 MPH 
1.   Contest open to farm tractors with rubber tires. No four-wheel drives allowed. 

2.  Each entrant must hook to a stationary (no three-point hitch) draw bar with a maximum of 20 inches and 

extend at least 20 inches from the center axle. Driver must furnish a clevis or hitch point with at least 

three inch hole. 

3.   No pressurized fuels allowed except LP gas. No oxygen allowed. 

4.   No portion of the tractor may interfere with sled or hitching device. 

5.   All weights must be secured to the tractor and must not extend beyond back rear tires and interfere with 

hooking of sled. No weights shall extend more than 12 inches from the tire. No protruding bolts will be 

allowed anywhere. 

6.   No weight-frame or weights may extend more than 24 inches beyond the forward point of the tractor. 

7.   All tractors must be equipped with workable rear wheel brakes. 

8.   All tractors must be equipped with a hood and grill. 

9.   The use of torque converters, automatic shifts, etc., will be permitted during the pull. 

10. All tractors must have straight stacks or factory exhaust. 

11. All tractors must have stabilizers, 3 inches back of tires. No more than 10 inches off the ground, with at 

least a 5 inch square pad capable of supporting the weight of the tractor.  
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12. All tractors must have workable power take-off and have no cut tires. 

13. TIRE SIZE FOR CLASSES 5500 & 6500 IS MAX 15.5, CLASS 7500 IS MAX 18.4 

14. MAXIMUM ROTARY PUMP – NOT TO EXCEED 13MM; MUST BE STOCK APPEARING. 

15. Tractor & sled must remain within the boundaries (white lines) no touching of lines during the pull or will 

be disqualified. 

16. Each puller will be given 2 chances per class to pull, UNLESS the first pull exceeds 100 feet, in which case 

it WILL be considered an official pull. NO EXCEPTIONS! 

17. If you shut down LESS than 100 feet, you must back up and re-pull IMMEDIATELY. 

18. ABSOLUTELY NO USE OF PUSH BUTTON OR TOGGLE SWITCHES.  YOU WILL BE 

DISQUALIFIED WITH NO REFUND. 

 

Hot Farm Rules same as Stock Rules. No Pace Tractors. 

Enhanced Class 

TRACTORS MUST HAVE: 

1.      Kill switches 

2.      Bell housing blankets – SFI approved 

3.      Side shields  

4.      Stabilizer bars 

5.      Turbo limits 3in 3out no Sigma pumps 

  

Enhanced Rules: 

1.      Tractors must be operated in a safe manner at all times. 

2.      Operator must remain seated during the pull, and must have complete control of the tractor. 

3.      No driver will be allowed to participate under the influence of drugs or alcohol. 

4.      Front wheels off the ground 25 inches – will be deemed unsafe by judges and the committee. 

5.      All pulls must start from a tight hitch, no jerking. 

6.      Tractor & sled must remain within the boundaries (white lines) no touching of lines during the pull or will      

be disqualified. 

7.      Only one pull allowed each contestant unless tie is declared. 

8.      The pull shall be considered over when forward motion of the load stops. 

9.      The order of the pull will be determined at sign in. 

10.    Tractors must be stopped immediately upon signal from judge or disqualification will occur. 

11.    Lost weights will mean disqualification. 

12.    Tractors will be weighed with the driver before and IMMEDIATELY after the pull. 

13.    Drivers will be responsible for having tractors within legal limit or be disqualified. 

14.    No one allowed on track except driver of the class. 

 

Registration: 

1.      May be made morning of pull. 

2.      Must fill out a complete entry form.  Entry fee must be paid at this time. 

3.      Entry fee will be $30.00 each class. 

4.      The Madison County Fair will not be held responsible for any accidental or personal injuries. 

 

       

 



 CLASSES: 

 STOCK    HOT FARM           ENHANCED 

  5500 lbs.                                      5500 lbs.       5500 lbs. 

  6500 lbs.                                      6500 lbs.       6500 lbs. 

  7500 lbs.                                      7500 lbs.       7500 lbs. 

  8500 lbs.          8500 lbs.     8500 lbs. 

  9500 lbs.                                      9500 lbs.       9500 lbs. 

10500 lbs.                                    10500 lbs.               10500 lbs. 

11500 lbs.                                    11500 lbs.               11500 lbs. 

13500 lbs.          13500 lbs.    

15500 lbs.        15500 lbs.               

 

 

STOCK TRACTORS  5500 – 8500 LBS. = 5 mph MAX 

 

     9500 LBS. and Above = 8 mph MAX 

 

ABSOLUTELY NO EXCEPTIONS!!!!!!!!! 

 
Decision of the superintendent is final. 


